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Dear Sirs 
 
Urgent 
 
Re: Thorney Mill Rail Siding, Thorney Mill Road, Iver 
Planning Application CM/19/17 
Due to be considered by the Development Control Committee on 23 July 2018 
 
We write further to the above. We are instructed by Slough Borough Council ("the Borough Council") in 
respect of this matter. 
 
We are writing to request that Buckinghamshire County Council ("the County Council") defers their 
consideration of this planning application. 
 
Our clients were provided with a copy of the officer's report to the Development Control Committee on 18 
July 2018. This late circulation has deprived our clients of the opportunity to comment meaningfully or 
critically on the content of the report, and accordingly consideration of the application should be deferred 
in the interests of proper administration and in order to ensure that the County Council reaches a 
reasonable and lawful decision, with the benefit of all relevant information. 
 
In the interim, we can advise the County Council that our clients are not satisfied with the basis of the 
recommendation, for three reasons in particular. 
 
Status of Certificate 
 
Our client's legal submissions have not been satisfactorily addressed in the body of the report. Paragraph 
81 argues that the Development Control Committee should conclude, from a letter indicating interest from 
other parties in April 2016, that the use of the certificate is not just 'theoretical'. We would submit that a 
single letter from 2016 does not automatically give rise to that use being other than 'theoretical' and we 
would invite the County Council to reject this conclusion. 
 
In terms of the likelihood of the fallback being implemented, paragraph 83 describes this only as "a degree 
of likelihood". The point remains that the applicant is not a railway undertaker. Paragraph 83 does not 
break down the constituent weights attributed to each point, but we would submit that this point is 
determinative, and clearly indicates that there is not "a degree of likelihood". 
 
The structure of the officer's report is predicated on the Committee accepting that there is a fallback 
position, and accordingly accepting that mitigation should be assessed relative to that position. The 
alternative, suggested by the Borough Council, is not even before Members for consideration; otherwise 
the County Council are being deprived of relevant and material information which they require in order to 
come to a reasonable and lawful decision. 
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Highway Mitigation 
 
Paragraphs 102-106 suggest that a greatly reduced contribution in respect of the highway network would 
be sufficient to make the application acceptable in planning terms. This is calculated on the basis that, at 
paragraph 106, only the batching plant movements are relevant. The Borough Council considers that this 
approach is inadequate, and has further representations to make in this regard. 
 
Air Quality Mitigation 
 
Paragraph 127 concludes that a lower basis of calculation is considered to meet the requirements of the 
CIL Regulations and NPPF, and the calculation is predicated on 28 movements rather than 82 
movements. The consideration at paragraph 127 does not engage with the content of the Borough 
Council's request in any way. The Damage Cost element should be prepared in accordance with IAQM 
guidance; the Borough Council has queries to raise in relation to the County Council's conclusions which 
have not yet been fully ventilated. 
 
In the interests of fairness, the Borough Council should be allowed the opportunity to fully engage its 
professional officers and legal advisors and make representations on the topic of the County Council's 
treatment of the certificate. It is not sufficient to supply a report for the Borough Council's consideration 
less than three clear working days before convening the Committee, and this prejudices the Borough 
Council, preventing them from effectively carrying out their role as consultee. 
 
We would ask respectfully that the County Council gives consideration to deferring its decision to enable 
full and properly detailed discussions with the Borough Council, and to enable the Borough Council an 
opportunity to make representations on these topics. 
 
If the County Council proceeds to determine the application on 23 July 2018, my clients have indicated 
that they will be reviewing all legal avenues available to them in consideration of the County Council's 
conclusion. 
 
Yours faithfully 
 
 

 
 
Bevan Brittan LLP  











From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Armstrong Martin
Crossley, Gemma
Thorney Mill Committee Report + contribution towards low emission strategy
19 October 2018 14:45:17
Damage costs Thorney Mill Sidings.docx
A104676 Thorney Mill Comments Damage Cost AQ 4jul18.pdf

Dear Gemma

Further to the letter from the Chair of Buckinghamshire County Council’s Planning Committee
Slough BC would like to place before you the following comments summarising our views on the
weight that should reasonably be attached to the CLPUD and the methodology adopted for the
calculation of mitigation in respect of air quality.

Weight attached to the CLPUD
Slough BC has forwarded the separate legal opinions as to why no, or very little, weight should
be attached to the existence of the CLPUD. In essence the main points are as follows:

· The CLPUD is not a CLEUD and simply restates the fact that railway undertakers benefit from
permitted development rights for specified development. The applicant is not a railway
undertaker, the land is not therefore operational land and the development proposed is not
that permitted under permitted development rights. Therefore the applicant is in no way
able to benefit from the lawful use described in the Certificate.

· A fall-back position only exists where there is a ‘realistic prospect’ of the permitted
development right being exercised. In this case the railway undertaker has ceased its use and
vacated the site. There is no ‘realistic prospect’ of that user returning to the site and it has
been marketed commercially. In that open market the site was more attractive to a user that
was not a railway operator. Neither the applicant nor the determining authority has
interrogated any evidence provided by the applicant to demonstrate that there is a ‘realistic
prospect’ of a different user who is a railway operator outbidding the current prospective
(non-railway undertaker) such that it can be demonstrated that there is a realistic prospect
of a railway undertaker resuming operations and it being able to be properly claimed that
there is a fall-back position.   It is established planning caselaw stemming from  R v SSE, Ex
Parte Ahern (London) Ltd [1998] Env. LR. 189 and reinforced recently in the in the Court of
Appeal in Mansell v Tonbridge & Malling BC [2017] EWCA Civ. 1314 that “For a fall-back
suggestion to be relevant there must be a finding of an actually intended use as opposed to a
mere legal or theoretical entitlement.”

· If the prospect of a railway undertaker resuming a railway undertaking on the land is less
than realistic then it will be ‘Wednesbury unreasonable’ for a determining authority to
attach any weight to that prospect and any decision to do would be vulnerable to challenge.

· The degree of probability of the use being resumed will, or at least may, be a material
consideration, to be weighed by the decision- maker. Although the assessment of the
probability and the weight to be attached to it in the overall planning judgment are matters
for the decision-maker, it is reasonable to expect that the degree of weight to be attached to
the fall-back position is proportional to the prospect of the fall-back position being realised.

· In this case the HGV movements that would dictate the level of contributions are stated to
be 82 but have been discounted down to 28 as a result of the perceived likelihood of the
fallback positon. Therefore 54 of the 82, or 66% (two thirds) of the HGV movements have
been discounted, This would indicate a 66% prospect of the railway undertaking use being
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[bookmark: _GoBack]Damage cost calculation for Thorney Mill Sidings





Annual Emission Costs (£/tonne/annum)*,**



		

		2015

		2018

		2019

		2020

		2021

		2022



		NOx

		£64,605

		£68,558

		£69,929

		£71,327

		£72,753

		£74,208



		PM

		£178,447

		£187,328

		£191,074

		£194,895

		£198,792

		£202,767









EFT (v8.1) outputs for relevant years (tonnes/annum)



		

		2018

		2019

		2020

		2021

		2022



		NOx

		0.19507777

		0.15874843

		0.14284587

		0.12032651

		0.099967993



		PM

		0.01372718

		0.01351077

		0.01324717

		0.01306704

		0.01290744







Annual Emissions Costs Calculation+



		

		2018

		2019

		2020

		2021

		2022

		Totals



		NOx

		£13,374

		£11,101

		£10,188

		£8,754

		£7,418

		£50,835



		PM

		£2,571

		£2,581

		£2,581

		£2,597

		£2,617

		£12,974



		

		

		

		

		

		

		£63,782





+Cost rounded down to nearest whole £





Sensitivity analysis has been carried out using same approach as WYG ie using a constant emission rate of 0.15621 tonnes NOx/annum and 0.01398 tonnes PM/annum for all years 2018 to 2022 (but using correctly uplifted prices from 2015)



Annual Emissions Costs Calculation



		

		2018

		2019

		2020

		2021

		2022

		Totals



		NOx

		£10,709

		£10,923

		£11,141

		£11,364

		£11,592

		£55,729



		PM

		£2,618

		£2,671

		£2,724

		£2,779

		£2,834

		£13,626



		

		

		

		

		

		

		£69,355









*Damage costs uplifted by 2% per annum from 2015 



**The scheme vehicles will operate on the boundaries of London and within the M25 and, therefore, the scheme impact is categorised as ‘outer London’ for damage cost purposes



The Slough JSNA identifies that 1 in 19 death in Slough is attributable to particulate pollution. This rate is in line with London



The Brands Hill / A4 is included within the Zone of Influence with respect to Heathrow expansion
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Air Quality Response  


Application Reference: P/00850/012 Proposed Rail Borne Aggregate Distribution Depot and Concrete Batching 


Plant at Thorney Mill Sidings, Thorney Mill Road, Over, UB7 7EZ 


4th July 2018 


Please find WYG’s responses in teal below to the proposed sum of £100,000 proposed by the local authority 


for Air Quality mitigation measures.  


Comment 1 


Wesley McCarthy (Planning Manager), Comment received:  


Based on the cumulative impact resulting from this and the Richings Park and Riding Court sites 


(approximately 250 and 240 daily HGV movements each respectively) overall we would therefore be seeking a 


contribution of £100,000 to implement the following via S106: 


• A cap on 82 HGV movements a day through the Brands Hill AQMA 


• Vehicle routing restriction – so that all HGVs exiting the site towards the M4/25 would be required to 


use the A4 Colnbrook Bypass (avoiding the most critical one-lane westbound section of A4 London 


Road Brands Hill AQMA); vehicles entering the site would be allowed to use the A4 London Road 


eastbound section – as per CEMEX development; 


• Contribution toward ‘implementation of the low emissions strategy’ 


 


WYG Response 5 


The cumulative effect of the Richings Park and Riding Court developments has been considered by using the 


TEMPRO factor which TG16 recommends for predicting future year traffic. The average increase in traffic 


along roads is 840 vehicles between the baseline and the ‘do minimum’ scenarios. Thus the additional 490 


trips from these developments is considered to be part of this growth. Additionally, the Cement and specialist 


material deliveries to the site (36 HGV movements per day) already occur so have not been included in the 


Damage cost calculation. 


The activities associated with the concrete production and distribution were set out, confirming that the 


various elements resulted in up to 28 loads / 56 HGV movements per day.  Therefore, the net effect of the 


concrete batching plant is to add a further 14 HGV loads / 28 HGV movements per day when compared with 
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the alternative scenario whereby the sand and gravel used by the concrete plant was simply transported from 


the sidings in bulk loads (28 loads concrete plant – 14 loads of 110,000 tonnes sand and gravel distribution). 


Therefore, the following calculation has been undertaken. 


10.2km via Colnbrook Lane, A4 and M4 link, Damage Costs Calculation 


EFT Input: 


 X 28 (trip ratio from transport assessment only for Concrete batching vehicles) 


 X 100% HGV 


 X 48kph (avg. speed) 


 X 10.2km  


EFT Output = 156.21kg/annum (NOX) & 13.98kg/annum (PM10) 


 = 0.15621 tonnes/annum (NOX) & 0.013 tonnes/annum (PM10) 


Table 5  Annual Emissions Costs (£/tonne/annum) 


Pollutant 
Year 


2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 


NOx £21,044.00  £21,464.88  £21,894.18  £22,332.06  £22,778.70  


PM10 £58,125.00  £59,287.50  £60,473.25  £61,682.72  £62,916.37  


Table 6  Annual Emissions Costs Calculation (£) 


Pollutant  
Year 


2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 


NOx £3,287.38  £3,353.13  £3,420.19  £3,488.60  £3,558.37  


PM10 £812.63  £828.88  £845.46  £862.37  £879.61  


 


 Total NOx =  £17,107.67 


 Total PM10 =  £4,228.94 


 Total Damage Costs using longer route = £21,336.61 


 


Based on the above calculation methodology, a more appropriate sum for the development contribution 


would be £21,336.61. 







resumed. Based on the very limited and un-interrogated evidence submitted in support of
the application it would seem Wednesbury unreasonable to attach this level of weight to a
fall-back position on such a flimsy basis. There is a legal prerogative to ensure that the
harmful impacts of development are mitigated to ensure that a decision to grant permission
will be lawful. Bucks CC own legal advice accepts that “… the CLPUD may in some respects be
‘theoretical’ in that there is currently no known railway undertaker willing to develop the
Application Site pursuant to the CLPUD 1 As defined by Article 2(1) of the Order and s.329
Highways Act 1980 as “persons authorised by any enactment to carry on a railway
undertaking”. …”.

· The CLPUD is merely a certification that another landowner, a railway undertaker, would be
able to develop the land in that way should they occupy the land in the future. This is simply
saying that permitted development rights exist for railway undertakers on the land were one
to use it for operational purposes. That is saying no more than permitted development rights
have not been removed by Article IV Direction.

· In this respect, the CLPUD is not a fall-back use and not a material planning consideration in
the determination of the Applicant’s Application. To the extent that it is, we consider it
would be Wednesbury unreasonable to treat the harm arising from the use in the CLPUD as
the baseline against which to judge this Application given the only “theoretical” possibility of
that coming to pass. If the determining authority do treat it as a material consideration, it
should carry no weight.

Calculation of air quality mitigation

Without prejudice to the case put forward above on the weight attached to the CLPUD, there are
serious concerns about the mitigation calculation methodology adopted by the applicant and
accepted by the Council.

Looking solely at the impact from 28 lorries a day rather than the 82 that would be considered if
no weight was attached to the CLPUD we have a number of concerns.  These could have been
addressed earlier but In terms of the process, Bucks CC did not disclose the damage cost
calculations for the scheme until Friday 20th July with the application going to committee on
Monday 23rd July. This information should have been disclosed earlier and SBC comments
considered.

In terms of the calculations carried out by the scheme consultants, the main point is that that
there are significant errors in the way that the damage cost calculation has been carried out. It
would appear that there has been a deliberate attempt to use erroneous data and manipulate
the calculation to achieve a favourable outcome for the applicant.

These errors include:

- use of the ‘transport average’ damage costs provided by the IGCB (DEFRA). This is the lowest
priced category for transport and isn’t appropriate for schemes that will service developments
within the M25. The ‘outer London’ category should be used

[The consultants have form on this. They had already tried using the ‘industry’ and ‘outer
conurbation (not London)’ category. The industry category is the lowest priced damage cost -



transport costs are much higher, particularly with proximity to London]

- 2015 damage cost prices haven’t been uplifted to 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021 and 2022

- a fixed emission rate has been used for all years 2018 to 2022. Emission rates for NOx and PM
should have been calculated for each of the specified years

We have re-calculated the damage costs, following HMRC guidance and make the damage costs 
for 28 vehicles as £63,782 (and not £21,336 as stated). Using the same emission rates as the 
scheme consultant the damage costs come to £69,355. In the committee report, the damage 
costs are lowered again to £19,193.30

Should the 82 vehicles per day be considered, the damage costs would be in the region of
£190,000

Please see the calculations attached.  I have also attached the applicants calculations for 
convenience. An additional issue to consider is that the contribution from the scheme is to be 
paid in instalments over 3 years. This will not allow SBC to put mitigation in place from the outset 
and would be unacceptable 

We will advise if a representative from Slough BC is to attend the committee meeting when the 
application comes back before it.

Best regards

Martin Armstrong
Area Team Leader
Planning & Transport
Regeneration
Slough Borough Council

Website: www.slough.gov.uk

Central Government are raising planning application fees from 17th January 2018. Please see the 
following link for more details
https://www.slough.gov.uk/planning-and-building-control/make-a-planning-application.aspx

Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail or its attachments
'Disclaimer: You should be aware that all e-mails received and sent by this Organisation
are subject to the Freedom of Information Act 2000 and therefore may be disclosed to a
third party. (The information contained in this message or any of its attachments may be
privileged and confidential and intended for the exclusive use of the addressee).  The
views expressed may not be official policy but the personal views of the originator.  If you
are not the addressee any disclosure, reproduction, distribution, other dissemination or use
of this communication is strictly prohibited.  If you received this message in error please
return it to the originator and confirm that you have deleted all copies of it. All messages
sent by this organisation are checked for viruses using the latest antivirus products.  This
does not guarantee a virus has not been transmitted.   Please therefore ensure that you take
your own precautions for the detection and eradication of viruses.'

http://www.slough.gov.uk/
https://www.slough.gov.uk/planning-and-building-control/make-a-planning-application.aspx
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